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Abstract—In spite of an increasing development of applied mathematics to the theory of location, just a few applications have been done about support to decision regarding the location of production and/or selling sites. This paper aims at localization of a firm, that will produce controlled leavening baking products, and its kiosks (selling points), displaced on a municipality area. To make the choice, it’s been considered the double function of the kiosk: it is a restocking point and it will be necessary to study the optimal path from the production point, that is considered known, to the kiosk itself; it is also a selling point, so it has to be located where it’s mostly perceived by the customers. The two choice dimensions, regarding an unique location, need the creation of a model able to represent the scenarios dynamism of reality. As the location of production points has been supposed known, it’s been studied the problem of kiosks location, by the optimization of attracting capacity and by minimizing the restocking cost from the production point. So, it’s been simulated a quantitative model to represent the choice behaviour of different categories customers to move in the urban area. The simulation model output gives the traffic flows on the network, where the production system (manufacturing and selling points) has been located. These results give also the inputs for a second model used to define the optimal paths on the same network. In this way, the choice model for the best path from production to selling point is able to consider the network loads. The interaction between the two models will also be useful to define the localization of the whole production system, estimating the dimension of each production and selling point.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The following study has the object to determine the location for production centers and retail centers such as kiosks. For this reason we have realized an integrated model which is able to simulate clients behavior referred to the purchasing of the product, but not only, the integrated model simulates which routes are mainly used by consumers and which routes should be used for distribution.

The integrated model is an instrument that identifies the location of the whole production system, generating also estimations on what size would be best for production and on the dimensions of each kiosk.

The business that we have chosen adapts very well to the necessities of this work: great volume production of baked croissants by a continuous production line. Therefore the business considered is the case of a mono-product line where the plant is completely dedicated to only one product.

These kind of plants, can be simply automated by using specific machinery and by organizing the plants layout in sequentially tasks.

At the end of the process, the products are stocked in refrigerated cells waiting to be distributed to all kiosks.

All kiosk must be equipped with: an appropriate freezer, so to be able to conserve the croissants, preserving its fresh baked characteristics, an oven is necessary for heating the croissants, a cell for thawing and leavening, a coffee espresso machine and finally a fridge for drinks.

II. THE PRODUCTION SYSTEM

The layout well suited to the research objectives: production of large volumes of a product families (croissant frozen, rustic browse, etc.) on fixed path and with continuous flow [1]. We are therefore in a situation where with a single structure of the "dedicated" production process built on the particular product and defined material flow. This typology that is showed in figure 1, allows easy automation process, with rigid lines, plant specialized people and equipment grouped according to sequence of transactions are made on the product.

The chosen machines offer high use comfort combined with an excellent robustness, reliability and durability.

The mixer, veneer cutting machine, press butter and croissant machine allow to produce final product highest quality.

The rising cell and the temperature destroyer, with special devices, allow a uniform and a time undamaged. The first in the production flow layout is the mixer, with immerse arms bathtub pull, in which the ingredients taken and mixed from the raw materials warehouse. At this stage is added a large amount of yeast which increase the rising, but that form more homogeneous and larger "air bubble", and determine better final quality product.
The veneer cutting machine works any type of dough: puff pastry, croissant, Danish, brine, for pizza. It has the ability to make both a "computerized" and "manual" rising.

The press butter machine has a compression chamber, where are dough, previously rolled, and the covering fat. The blocks of dough and fat are subjected to a pressure automated process predominant importance to have high quality end product.

After numerous rising processes, the rolling-pin is ready to be connected to the croissant machine, where the dough is grasped, cut in triangular shape then manipulated in order to give the classical shape. To cut triangles the machine uses both zig-zag roller cutting and a lengthwise roller.

This machine offers the possibility to produce up to 1000 croissant per hour. To stuff the product we can think to use a pneumatic batcher between cutting and winding phases.

At this point the croissants are ready for the rising cell: this is constructed with anodized aluminum profiles and panels insulation coated plates embossed aluminum externally and internally. It has a stainless steel AISI 304 base and the internal air conveyor to control humidity and temperature, necessary for the uniform rising; it has an electronic equipment unit that automatically regulate the heating and steam cell, a modular group for the steam-air hot production and an electric fan, all components are built in stainless steel.

Then the croissants are taken from the rising cell and arranged in the temperature destroyer. The main problem deterioration of bakery products is represented by the moulds; because, since the value of water activity in bakery products is relatively low, the growth of different microorganisms is rarely a problem. The rapid temperature destroyer confers, therefore, food better quality, limiting the injury to a cell structures, avoiding consequent loss of liquid and then allowing for conservation in time with minimal damage. The construction on the destroyer temperature cell, is in stainless steel AISI 304 18/10 with rounded edges and bottom printed; presents a polyurethane foam high density insulating without CFCs and HCFCs; has guides and grids, easily dismantled without tools; has a ventilated refrigerator group, gas R404a refrigerant ecological, electronic control panel, possibility to destroy the temperature choices to run "soft" or "hard" cycles for products more or less sensitive. The last step of the production process is the products warehousing within refrigerator cells pending to be distributed to various outlets: kiosks.

The latter must be equipped with a freezer where host the croissant, a bakery house, a thawing out and rising cell, a machine for espresso and a refrigerator for drinks. The bakery house has structures, both internal and external in stainless steel, has a double fan with the reversal automatic rotation and supports to roasting pan easily removable. The rising cell has a roasting pan capacity of 8 with dimension of 60x40 cm, a power and 7kW and a sealed room.

III. THE LOCATION CHOICE MODEL

The models structure enables us to choose the best location for the whole production and distribution system, meaning the production plant but also the retail points, the model is articulated in three levels which constantly interact between themselves for determining the optimized solution, the models are:

- Network model, which simulates the transportation system;
- A model for determining the location of the retail points of the baked goods [7, 9];
- Model for locating the production center.

The first model that we have listed acts as input for the following two models, determining on one side the
attractiveness of baked goods for immediate consumption, on the other side, using the transportation networks load, with the relative constraints, we will have a typical routing problem where we can determine the generalized moving cost function of the vehicles.

A. Modeling the transportation system

A transportation system is represented by all the social elements (residential areas), economic activities and infrastructures characteristics, such as streets or public transportation, which concur to create a demand for transportation; which if satisfied stimulate a continuous socio-economic growth. The system can be seen as a subsystem of a more vast territorial system, it can be divided in two principal components: the demand systems [5] and the supply systems [3, 4].

Building transportation network models is carried out principally in two phases:
- Selection of the infrastructures and/or transportation services that are of importance to the problem that we are considering;
- Building the offer model: which is obtained by structuring the network model and defining all costs functions.

Constructing a network model, normally, proceeds by a sequence of tasks [11]:
- Delimitation of the area of interest to our study: defining the physical borders of the problem;
- Zoning: all transportation that takes place in a certain territory can begin and end in any point of the territory that we’ve considered; to simplify the systems modeling it is very useful to distinguish the territory in traffic study zones, between which are held vehicle transits of our interest.
- Extracting the graph: the graph G consists in a pair of ordinate sets, a set of N elements called nodes, and a set of L elements called arcs: G=(N,L). The nodes can indicate concrete or abstract entities, such as location points on a territory, different physical components or different activities of a component.
- Defining a network: the passage from a graph to a network takes place by associating quantity characteristic to the same graph: each graph arc, used to indicate a single transportation route, is characterized by a transferring time and/or by other consuming factors, when a transportation client moves from one starting node to a final node.

Let us define as transportation network T the ordinate set built from a set N of nodes, a set L consisting in pairs of nodes belonging to the set N, and a set of costs indicated with C associated to elements belonging to the set L: T=(N,L,C). To calculate the mean time of transit along any arc, we used a universally known function invented in the States, calibrated even for Italy: the function BPR (Bureau of Public Roads):

$$t_i = t_{0i} \left[ 1 + \alpha \left( \frac{f_i}{C_{api}} \right)^\beta \right]$$

In this expression $t_{0i}$ is the transiting time in total free conditions (which means without other vehicles interfering during transit along the arc); $f_i$ is the flow on arc $i$; $C_{api}$ is the arcs capacity, that is the maximum number of users that pass the street section in a unit of time; $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are coefficients which depend on the roads general characteristics, these coefficients must be determined for each road on the basis of experimental data.

The formula used to calculate the transiting time for each arc is the following:

$$t_{0i} = \frac{L}{V_{0i}} + \frac{1}{2} T_c (1 - \mu)^2 [h]$$

where:

$$V_{0i} = 31.1 + 2.8 L_{ai} - 12.8 T_i^2 - 10.4 D_i [km/h]$$

and with:

$V_0$: velocity (km/h);
null and variance $\frac{\pi^2}{6} \cdot \alpha^2$, where $\alpha$ is a distribution parameter, while the covariance is considered zero. This last hypothesis implicates that the residues must be independent, and therefore even the alternatives must be independent. The model that we obtained, is known in literature as Logit [3, 8] and has the following functional form:

$$p^i(j) = \frac{\exp(\alpha V_{ij}^i)}{\sum_{k \in I^i} \exp(\alpha V_{ik}^i)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

So, choosing a certain alternative has a probability $p^i(j)$ which depends on the parameter $\alpha$ and the systematic usefulness associated to the alternative $V_{ij}^i$. So summarizing we can say that a user chooses a certain route depending on his scope (s), his destination (d), the means of transportation (m), the route which shall be used (k) all in a period of time $h$. Even though the parameters previously listed are interdependent, for analytic and statistical reasons, it is preferable to divide the global demand function in the product of interconnected sub models, each related to a parameter dimension. The sequence of sub models most used is:

$$d_{od}(s,m,k) = d_o(\text{s}) \cdot d_{od}(\text{s},m,k) \cdot d_{d}(m) \cdot d_{d}(m,k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

while we shall use a simplified notation:

$$d_{od}(s,m,k) = d_o(s) \cdot p(d/od) \cdot p(m/od) \cdot p(k/od)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

The sub models that appear are named generation model, distribution model, mean model (or mean repartition model) and routing model which, together with a procedure for loading the network, will obtain the vehicle flow on each arc, assumes the name of assigning model.

The periods of time that we’ve considered are two, and precisely: $h_1 = 8 – 9$ and $h_2 = 18 - 19$; the same periods of time chosen for modeling the system of offer.

The generation model supplies us with the average number of vehicle passages made in the period $h$ by the generic user $i$ belonging to the generic class $c$, for the reason $s$, with origin and destination $o$ and $d$.

In this work for calculating the number of generic users belonging to a category $c$ which accomplishes a transit for a $s$ reason, by using a generating model based on a longer period of time, on a whole day $d$, multiplied for the probability which estimates the percentage of alternative mobility during the same time slots, $p^i(h_i=1,2)$; this probability is obtained by a behavior model deriving from the Logit model.

Lu: width of the roadway, or lane for two-way roads, eliminating the area used for side parking (meters);

$T$: grade of curviness of the road, graded on a scale (0,1);

$D$: grade of disturbance of circulation, also these graded on a scale (0,1);

The value of $D$ has been fixed to one, where schools with limited parking space, and along narrow streets, zero where the roads are wide and do not obstacles a vehicles circulation.

$T$ has been fixed by direct measurements regarding useful width of the roadways. To study the transportation demand we must define innumerable aspects:

- The classes of user (c) that are mobile;
- The time regarding the beginning and end of a user transit (h);
- The reason for a user movement (s);
- The origin (o) and destination (d) of a movement;
- The kind vehicle used for the movement (m).

These parameters can be organized in origin-destination matrices, each matrix referring to the reason of the movement, time slots of the transit and users class considered (s, h and c).

The estimation of the matrix o/d will then be corrected using mobility models, which uses data regarding the flow of vehicles; these models are based on Generalized Least Squares, which are used to minimize the difference between the counted flow and the flow that would be calculated assigning a starting matrix. The initial estimation is determined by using behavior models, based on the concept of “casual or aleatority usefulness”.

The usefulness that a generic user $i$ associates to the alternative $j$, depends on many factors, all factors aren’t even known with certainty and therefore these parameter are represented as aleatory variables. The usefulness perceived, can be considered as the sum of the systematic utility $V_{ij}^i$, represented as aleatory variables. The usefulness perceived, known with certainty and therefore these parameter are

$$U_{ij}^i = V_{ij}^i + \epsilon_{ij} \quad \forall j \in I^i$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

On the basis of the last hypothesis it is possible to determine the probability that a user $i$ decides for the alternative $j$, conditioned by his set of past decisions $I_i$, as the probability that the alternative considered has a perceived usefulness maximum through all the possible alternatives available:

$$p^i[j/I^i] = \Pr[U_{ij}^i > U_{ik}^i, \forall k \neq j, k \in I^i]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

Regarding the functional aspects of the usefulness choosing models, the joined distributions of the residues, most importantly, are two: the Gumbel distribution and the Gaussian multivariate. In the first case the residues have mean
\[ d^c_o(s,h) = d^c_o(s) \cdot p^c(h_{i=1,2}) \quad (9) \]

where:

\[ d^c_o(s) = m(o) \cdot \frac{n^c(o)}{n^{totale}(o)} \quad \forall c \quad (10) \]

which represents the mean number of daily transitions, and

\[ p^c(h_i / s) = \frac{\exp(V^c_{j/s})}{\sum_{j=1,2} \exp(V^c_{j/s})} \quad (11) \]

is the probability of a user, belonging to the category c, moves during the time slot hi. For calculating nc(o) we have used data from ISTAT on the stratified population.

For calculating the probability we have used a usefulness aleatory model, where in the analytic formulas 3.13 appear:

\[ V^c_{j/s} = \beta \cdot X_{jt} \]

\[ V^c_{j/s} = \beta \cdot X_{ij} \]

\[ V^c_{j/s} = \beta \cdot X_{ij} \]

\[ V^c_{j/s} = \beta \cdot X_{ij} \]

\[ V^c_{j/s} = \beta \cdot X_{ij} \]

\[ V^c_{j/s} = \beta \cdot X_{ij} \]

\[ V^c_{j/s} = \beta \cdot X_{ij} \]

In the same way, we can deduct the same for the time period h2. The probabilities of h1, therefore, must become:

\[ p^c_{h1} = \frac{\exp(\beta_1 X_{h1}^{students} + \beta_4 X_{h1}^{sat})}{\exp(\beta_1 X_{h1}^{students} + \beta_4 X_{h1}^{sat}) + \exp(\beta_5 X_{h2}^{students} + \beta_8 X_{h2}^{sat})} \quad (15) \]

\[ p^c_{h1} = \frac{\exp(\beta_2 X_{h1}^{add} + \beta_4 X_{h1}^{sat})}{\exp(\beta_2 X_{h1}^{add} + \beta_4 X_{h1}^{sat}) + \exp(\beta_5 X_{h2}^{add} + \beta_8 X_{h2}^{sat})} \quad (16) \]

\[ p^c_{h1} = \frac{\exp(\beta_3 X_{h1}^{leisure} + \beta_4 X_{h1}^{sat})}{\exp(\beta_3 X_{h1}^{leisure} + \beta_4 X_{h1}^{sat}) + \exp(\beta_5 X_{h2}^{leisure} + \beta_8 X_{h2}^{sat})} \quad (17) \]

For determining the eight coefficients \( \beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3, \beta_4, \beta_5, \beta_6, \beta_7, \beta_8 \) we’ve calibrated the model on the alternative which where chosen by a casual sample of n generic users. For the calibration we’ve used the method of the Maximum Likelihood.

Table 1: Model calibrated coefficients obtained from experimental data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \beta_1 )</th>
<th>( \beta_2 )</th>
<th>( \beta_3 )</th>
<th>( \beta_4 )</th>
<th>( \beta_5 )</th>
<th>( \beta_6 )</th>
<th>( \beta_7 )</th>
<th>( \beta_8 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 \cdot 10^{-3}</td>
<td>1 \cdot 10^{-1}</td>
<td>7 \cdot 10^{-1}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 \cdot 10</td>
<td>9 \cdot 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Probability value obtained from the Logit model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( p_{h1}^{c=students} )</th>
<th>( p_{h1}^{c=employees} )</th>
<th>( p_{h1}^{c=leisure} )</th>
<th>( p_{h2}^{c=students} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0,841</td>
<td>0,257</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{h2}^{c=employees} )</td>
<td>( p_{h2}^{c=leisure} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0,159</td>
<td>0,743</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distribution model gives the percentage \( p^c(d/osh) \) of users (belonging to category c) who move from a zone o for the reason s in the slot of time h, arriving at destination d. The model that we have decided to use is the gravitational model, which has the following structure:

\[ P^c_{d/o} = \frac{Add^h_d \cdot D^{-\beta_1}}{\sum_{d'} Add^h_{d'} \cdot D^{-\beta_1}} \quad (18) \]

In which:

\( Add^h_{d/o} \) is the attractiveness of the area d, depending in general on the transitions reason and the category of users.

\( d' \) = total number of zones in the macro-area

\( D = \) distance expressed in meters, being the air line distance from the center of the origin and the center of the destination zone d.

The model for choosing the mean gives the probability, \( pc(m/oshd) \), of the users belonging to the category c, which bring themselves from the origin o to the destination d for the reason s during the time slot h, by using the mean m. We will consider the only the case of a mono-mean network which considers as only option the car as mean of transportation. These decision has been demonstrated to be realistic by the data obtained from experimental measurements conducted in city, deducting that only 4% of the city population moves by public transportation.

Last of sub models considered for evaluating the demand, following the four phase approach, is the route choosing model, which gives the share of users that utilize for their movements the route k of the network related with the mean
m, when transiting from origin o to destination d for the reason s. Obviously the user will pick the alternative which he perceives as less costly, and therefore:

$$\hat{C}_k = C_k + \varepsilon_k \quad \forall k \in I_{odm}$$ (19)

being $C_k$ the average perceived cost for route k, equal to the sum of all the arcs that compose the route, and $I_{odm}$ being all the possible routes which connect the pair o/d by mean m.

The model used for choosing the route, together with the network loading process, is called the assigning model. This model, by combining the demand and offer of local mobility is able to determine the vehicle flow on all the roads considered, the networks performance (time and cost for travel) and the impact that each flow has on external system factors.

To resolve the problem by dynamic means, we have used a Geographic Information System (GIS), which enables to elaborate and manage of different nature associated to the territory. The software that has been used in the present model is called TransCAD (produced by Caliper Corporation) [1]. This model joins, the typical characteristics of GIS to those of a software transportation system modeler, becoming a transportation modeling software.

The resolution method that has been chosen, that will be done in a TransCAD environment, is the Stochastic User Equilibrium method. In fact, this method has been assumed as the best because the choosing the route depends on a stochastic usefulness of the routes, which in the same time depend on a series of factor such origin and destination pair o/d, which is a continuous function depending on the costs of transiting on alternative route which connect the same o/d pair. Assigning a user stochastic equilibrium we presume that all users of the road network don’t know or perceive the exact cost for each arc/road transition. For this reason transiting along an arc doesn’t have a single deterministic cost, but a series of values that vary following a certain probabilistic distribution with the “real” cost as its mean value. Using stochastic trip costs, instead of deterministic values on the arcs, enables to consider a series of factors that not only are not mentioned in the model but which may also be unknown, for example different values attribute by the user to the time factor, and so on).

The outputs coming from the dynamic algorithm TranCAD are, for each arc and flow direction:
- Total flow load on the network;
- Trip time, while the network is loaded;
- $V_{oc}$= flow/capacity.

The results obtained are indicated in the figures 4, 5 and 6. As we can see in the central zone of the city (indicated in red) the difference between input flow and output flow is never negative, and this positive fact is confirmed also in h2 , even if the mean values are different: 496 veihecles/h1 e 377 veihecles/h2. Such results where attended, in fact, the data confirms what was instinctively known: such a macro-zone is very attractive being an area for work, study and entertainment during both time slots.

In the first ring we can see how the situation has changed: in this case we do not have a unique trend, because of the different areas that are here considered that aren’t all considered attractive, and this is all more evident during h2 that in h1. The traffic zones, belonging to such macro-zone, where the result is negative, are areas with a high residential concentration, therefore the high share of workers that leave this area are not counterbalanced by other flows that are incoming, for this reason these areas are not considered attractive. Confirming such considerations, we can see how in the zone 22 the data on the population is quite high while in zone 14 it is almost absent but with a high attractively.
B. Locating the retail points

The criteria used for determining the location points for the kiosks is that to put them where there are potential clients which allow to maximize profits. A behavior model, for this reason, has been developed which would indicate where to place such kiosks in the urban textile in relation to how a client chooses a certain route between all the alternatives available. In this case the alternatives can consider eventual competitors who offer similar product (in our case bars). To be able to determine where to locate the kiosks, different quality and quantity analysis have been conducted on local data, trying to find which of the last could be used for finding a correlation on business activities and social-economic-territorial parameters. The first data analyzed was the one regarding the concentration of bars on the local territory, 129 in all. We have considered this data for single traffic zones and the whole macro-zone. In the central zone the concentration is quite high, 59 of the 129 bars are located in the heart of the city, in an area that extends for only 2% of the total territory. Immediately adjacent to the center of the city the number and related density of the bars that are present decreases: there are 40 bars on a territory that extend a bit more then the precedent, around 5%of the total area. The decreasing trend is also confirmed on the outskirts of the city where the 23% of the total bars are present on an area that is much larger, precisely 92% of the whole macro-area considered in this study.

An important aspect, observed during the data gathering phase, regarding the counting and locating of the bar that are already present on the territory, is that farther is the bar from the center of the city and more are the services and spaces which they offer, such as newspapers, lottery tickets, cigarettes, piano bar, happy hour and so on, becoming helpful for social encounters. The second information analyzed regards the distance which each bar has respect the related zones’ center. What can be clearly seen is that exists a relation between two variables; the relation is that farther the distance from the center of the macro-zone the number of bars decrease (figure 7), and therefore we can consider the center as a fictitious node of the model where the model considers all zone activities concentrated in the center. So the maximum concentration of bars where there’s the most concentration of activities, while these same densities decrease together further the distance from the center of the macro-zone.

At this point, given the positive results of the analysis previously done on the single variables (number of activities and the distance of the bars from the zone center), it is rational to think of the existence of a relation which ties together the explicative variables, making it able to calculate the variables that interest us: the number of bars. The analytic instrument that lets us calculate such variable is the linear multiply regression model, where the term “regression” indicates the dependence of a variable “dependent” to another variable “independent” [14].

![Fig. 7: Functional relationship between number of bars and number of “productive” activities on the territory.](image)

The linear multiply regression model with p independent variables assumes the following expression:

\[ Y_i = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_{i1} + \beta_2 X_{i2} + \ldots + \beta_p X_{ip} + \epsilon_i \]  

(20)

where:

- \( \beta_0 \) = intercept
- \( \beta_1 \) = angle of Y respect the variable X1 maintaining all the other variable constant (X2, X3, . . . , Xp);
- \( \beta_2 \) = angle of Y respect the variable X2 maintaining all the other variable constant (X1, X3, . . . , Xp);
- \( \beta_p \) = angle of Y respect the variable Xp maintaining all the other variable constant (X1, X2, X3, . . . , Xp-1);
- \( \epsilon_i \) = error that corresponds to the i-th observation.

To reduce as much as possible the errors, so to express at the best the dependency between the Y and the X’s, we must determine the values of the constants \( \beta_0, \beta_1, \beta_2, \ldots, \beta_p \) so to minimize the squared sum of the residuals. This is obtained by using the minimum squared method, which in the case of a simple linear regression is expressed in this way:

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \epsilon_i^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2 \]

(21)

Where:

- \( y_i \) is the observed value for the dependent value xi;
- \( \hat{y}_i \) is the corresponding point to the line which better fits the equation \( \hat{y}_i = a + bx_i \);
- \( \epsilon_i \) is the residual.

If all the errors, and therefore the residuals, would be nil, all the points would be placed on the regression line.

The independent variables considered to estimate the expected value of the dependent variable, are:

- X1 = number of the activities;
- X2 = distance of the bars from the center of each zone;
X3 = dummy variable, which value assumes 1 in the heart of the zone and in ring 1 and 0 in the 2 ring; 
Y= number of bars.

Once built the model, we must evaluate the goodness of such model, by using the opportune estimators. The multiply determination coefficients r2 and r2 corrected, which assume the respective values of 0.651 and 0.611, demonstrate that the model adapts well to the data that has been observed.

The results relative to the statistic test F indicate the “significance” between the dependent variables and the explicative variables. It’s value which is 16,194 results to be superior to the value corresponding to the 95 percent, indicated as the threshold for acceptance of the statistic test. In such a case the nil hypothesis is rejected and therefore the significance of the statistic model is accepted. Verified the validity of the model, we have then made a partial F test so to determine which explicative variables should be inserted in the model because really useful for predicting Y. The first variable that has been tested was “distance of the bars from the center of the related zone”: the results of the test, using the statistic T of Student, demonstrated that such a variable is irrelevant on the model respect other variables (tXi.>t ).

Therefore such a result brought to this variables abrogation. The new model, now being constituted by only two independent variables, has ulteriorly verified: the time we determined which explicated variables should be inserted in the model because really useful for predicting Y. The first variable that has been tested was “distance of the bars from the center of the related zone”: the results of the test, using the statistic T of Student, demonstrated that such a variable is irrelevant on the model respect other variables (tXi.>t ). Therefore such a result brought to this variables abrogation.

The model that simulates such a behavior can use information such as “gravitational/potential flow” which indicates the number of potential clients that a bar can have, and also the probability of a client choosing a bar instead of another (Logit model) function of the following attributes:

\[ X1 = \frac{1}{d_{int}} \]

this attribute considers the interference between adjacent zones, it is calculated as the inverse of the distance dint, calculated as the mean of the distance between the center of the zone interested and all the other centers of the adjacent zones.

\[ X2 = \frac{dm}{d_{max}} \]

this attribute is given as the fraction between the average distance between the center of the entertainment activities and the bar considered and the maximum distance from the center to the perimeter of the zone.

In this case the Logit model assumes the connotations seen in the previous paragraphs, where:

\[ j= \text{the choosing alternative: 29 traffic zones that we’ve also considered even in the regression model;} \]

\[ V_j= \text{systematic utility, which in our case becomes:} \]

\[ V = \frac{1}{d_{int}} \beta_1 + \frac{d_n}{d_{max}} \beta_2 \] (23)

For determining the two \(\beta\) values we have used the values related to the density of bars in each zone

Table 3: Homogenizing coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\beta_1)</th>
<th>(\beta_2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>-3 \times 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowing the homogenizing coefficients, we have calculated the probability in each traffic zone. In other words the implemented model reproduces a clients choosing behavior, which has moved so to satisfy a need such as: work, entertainment, study, etc…. These same people while moving decide if to stop in a bar for consuming or some other service offered by the bar.

\[ p(\text{bar\_choice}) = \frac{\text{bar\_choice}}{\#\text{bar}} \] (24)

\[ \#\text{consumers/every\_bar\_zone\_i} = \frac{f_i - f_{\text{not}}}{\#\text{bar}} \cdot p(\text{bar\_choice}) \] (25)

The (24) has been calibrated using the experimental data deriving from the local territory of Caserta, determining the average number of clients in the local bars. The reproducing capability of the model also it to be used successively during the provisional phase, where we would determine the probability of success that a newly built kiosk would have. In other words it is necessary to decide in which zones should a kiosk be installed. The pick has fallen on the zones: 1,2, 8 in downtown; 11,13, 15, 18, 21 in the I ring area, and the only area 34 for the outskirts of the town. In particular in the zones 1 and 8 it is counseled to put two selling points, while in all the other zones the model gives as sufficient one retail point.

At this point we have conducted an analysis regarding the topologic structure of each zone that has been chosen as a retail point, so to be sure that each zone could really have the opening of a new kiosk, from this research has emerged that
the zone 15 cannot have a kiosk because of the total absence of space. The retail points that have been chosen are reported in the figure 8 standing below, a kiosk is evidenced with a black point [15, 16].

Even though introducing the time constraints makes the number of possible solutions more limited, such an extension of the problem makes any possible solution more realistic, rather then restricting ourselves to a simple, but non realistic problem that regards only the minimizing of the route of our fleet. In fact, other then the last mentioned or the minimizing of the number of vehicles that compose the fleet, we can also minimize the total journey time or even the complete cost of routing and scheduling, which consist in a series of fixed costs regarding the use of vehicles and variable costs, given by the time necessary to reach determined retail points or/and the time necessary for loading and unloading the vehicles [6, 18].

The Geographic Information System of the program TransCAD has an internal module of Routing and Logistics for the resolution of similar problems using an approach of operations research. The Vehicle Routing of TransCAD is able to determine a set of routes so to visit all the clients (represented by the nodes of the graph), from one ore more deposits, so to minimize the global costs or the journey time.

To find a realistic solution we had to put a series of data regarding the kiosks exact location, the quantities that must be delivered at each kiosk and the kind of vehicles that can be used.

For this reason we have positioned the 11 kiosks on the network by building a file .map overlapping the network of the total area of interest.

In the core macro-zone, the 5 kiosks have been placed as following:
- Traffic zone 1: kiosk number 1 and kiosk number 2 both in the center named 1;
- Traffic zone 2: kiosk number 3 in the center named 2
- Traffic zone 8: kiosk number 4 in the center named 8;
- Traffic zone 9: kiosk number 5 in the node 8 on the boundaries with zone 9 named 9

In the I Ring the 4 kiosks have been placed in this way:
- Traffic zone 11: kiosk number 6 in the center named 11;
- Traffic zone 13: kiosk number 7 in the center named 13;
- Traffic zone 18: kiosk number 8 in the node 13 named 18;
- Traffic zone 21: kiosk number 9 in the node 21 named 22 and the kiosk number 10 in the center named 21;

And, at last, the II Ring the only kiosk has been placed:
- Traffic zone 34: kiosk number 11 in the node 75 named 34;

Analogous procedure has been used to determine the location of the production plant: we created a file .map overlapping it with the network created at first with all the nodes positioned on the network, representing the plant, corresponding with outer centers.

The first location hypothesis sees the deposit in the outer center 151 name 0, the second is in the center 150 named 1000.

Built the file .map we have determined the quantity that must be delivered to each kiosk. It’s been necessary, for this reason, to realize a series of interviews in some local bars of the city, during which we noted the quality of the products offered during the day, and the quantity of products that are
sold in the two periods of time of our interest.

The data that has been collected has then been divided in macro-zones, while the results are indicated in the following table.

Table 4: Average consumption of croissants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Macro-zone</th>
<th>Average consumption in h1</th>
<th>Average consumption in h2</th>
<th>Average day consumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center zone</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Ring</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Ring</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data related to the time necessary for delivering has been estimated in:

Fixed time= 4 minutes for the central zone and 2 minutes for the outskirts. The difference in the values of time depends on the difficulty in parking in the city.

Unit time= we have hypothesized that the load would be divided in basic load units BLU, organized so the each delivery would be in multiples of BLU and each BLU would need one minute for unloading.

So to be able to individuate the best solution, in terms of cost and time, we have supposed that it could be utile to investigate on more alternatives, where in each alternative the different location of the production plant is sided by a series of different time slots for delivering the products. Supporting the previous time slots that have been fixed, we added other two time slots so the time slots considered were:

\[ h_1 = \frac{8}{9} \]
\[ h_2 = \frac{18}{19} \]
\[ h_3 = \frac{11}{12} \]
\[ h_4 = \frac{15}{16} \]

The results, considering all the hypotheses, are schematically indicated underneath.

First hypothesis:
- production plant located at Marcianise;
- 1 vehicle with a load capacity of 2350 croissants;
- delivery once a day made between 8:00 and 9:00: the vehicle must arrive at the first kiosk not before 8:00 and at the last kiosk not after 9:00.

Analyzing the results, we have found that some active stops (6) represent kiosks which the vehicle, respecting all the constraints, is able to supply; there are some kiosks which the vehicle is not capable of supplying (5); these nodes are also called Orphans.

In these cases it seem to be evident that, if this solution would be adopted, that the five orphans would not be opened because of the location of the production plant and because of the time constraints these kiosks wouldn’t be supplied in time.

Second hypothesis:
- production plant located at Casagiove;
- 1 vehicle with a load capacity of 2350 croissants;
- delivery once a day made between 8:00 and 9:00: the vehicle must arrive at the first kiosk not before 8:00 and at the last kiosk not after 9:00.

Even in this second case there are some orphans, but compared to the first case they have them decreased passing from 5 to 4; and therefore using such alternative would bring to the opening of 7 kiosks on the local territory.

It is evident that having to choose one of the two alternatives, fully respecting all the constraints, we would choose to install the production plant at Casagiove, having that such solution has more kiosks openings, all of which can perfectly be supplied in time.
Fig. 10: Hypothesis 2 - Casagiove

The surveys have been conducted interactively and all results have been proposed in the next tables:

### Table 5: Hypothesis 1 - Marcianise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marcianise</th>
<th>Total time (min)</th>
<th>Total distance (m)</th>
<th>First vehicle load</th>
<th>Second vehicle load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h1</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>71096,9</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h2</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>69017,2</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h3</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>66175,9</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h4</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>73803,2</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6: Hypothesis 2 - Casagiove**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Casagiove</th>
<th>Total time (min)</th>
<th>Total distance (m)</th>
<th>First vehicle load</th>
<th>Second vehicle load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h1</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>46402,9</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h2</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>41160,6</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h3</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>41160,6</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h4</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>47203,2</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, the analysis conducted bring to the conclusion that the best production location is Casagiove because it offers a minor distance that can be transited in minor time.

### IV. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MODELS

A mutual functional link characterizes the models showed in the preceding paragraphs. The system transportation model has the ability to provide a “picture” of the urban network situation (traffic flows): it was considered the different categories of users moves behavior: students and employees on the home – work motivation, "others" (users are complementary to those of the previous two categories, compared to the entire population who make at least one shift in time slots considered) on the house - other reasons motivation (entertainment). The load of the network is a measure of attraction against certain trends and / or activities, therefore constitutes the input model for determining the possible locations of the outlets. The results of that scheme with those of network model are the inputs, or rather, the reference environment in which it was launched VRP (Vehicle Routing Problem) to determine the optimal production system positioning, minimizing the timing and costs of delivery (journey). The travel time needed to reach the point of sale depends by the network load.

![Figure 11: Outline of the logical structure of models designed](image)

The proposed structure can be usefully implemented in a single model can handle the interactions between sub models. There will, in this way, socio-economic, territorial and infrastructural input data, systems considered (manufacturing, transport, etc..) and also variables related to sub models operation that will be called appropriately when required, with simplified user interfaces. The output of the integrated model will be, as mentioned, the optimal location of the production and distribution system, apart of the product type considered.

### V. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The potential of such a model are enormous, in fact the uses of such are truly many. A first immediate use, is related to all cases where the production location isn’t unknown: in this case the integrated model chooses the location for each kiosk, eliminating from the set of possible locations all the kiosk that for optimizing reasons, such as time and resources, cannot be supplied while respecting the constraints.

This model becomes a efficient instrument capable of generating evaluations on the dimension that the production plant should have so to satisfy all kiosks without over-
dimensioning and also the dimensions that each kiosk should have in harmony with the number of clients that a kiosk has each day. To realize this aspect on the model we will need to make an ulterior integration on the model by interacting with another model that considering all the potential bars, potential flows in each zone and knowing the location of the production plant is able to estimate the consumption of croissant for each single kiosk.
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